Increase circulation and tune up your system easily and quickly with the
phenomenal yet affordable

Get It Clean

Keep It Clean

MARCmechanic Express™ ___________________
Choose the updates you want. Update critical
search and access points. Improve search results.
Make managing your collection easier. Fix US

MARCFirewall _____________________________
Prevent the entry of substandard MARC records
that pollute your system. Screen new MARC records
from book vendors, the web or your automation
MARC code errors. Screen key search fields, award notes. vendor—before you load them. MARCFirewall
Check curriculum control, collection and circulation also checks all records to ensure that important
management fields for missing content. And much more!
search, circulation and curriculum fields are present,
Return of cleaned data within 3 days.
up‑to‑date and correctly placed.
Subject Heading Updates ___________________
Replace outdated search terminology to
Add New MARC Records
dramatically improve circulation. (The average K‑12
FastMARC Cataloger _______________________
MARC database contains over 3,000 no‑longer‑used
Even non-librarians can create original quality
subject headings.) Add Kid‑Friendly™ subject
cataloging. The step‑by‑step format includes
headings to increase searching success.
interactive, on‑screen tips and examples as well as
Updates completed within 1-3 days.
holding settings for all major library automation
LexileMatch ________________________ systems.
Add the most current and accurate
AccessMARC® featuring MARC on Demand™ ___
registered Lexile® measures to your
Find the records you need. Search the best K‑12
database.
LexileMatch’s accuracy is
MARC database with the highest hit rates in the
the highest in the industry. Also available:
industry for print, DVD, video, nonprint and teacher
Mitinet Correlations to Lexile Measures.
resources. If you can’t find the MARC records you
Because the number of registered measures
need, we will search our proprietary MARC sources
in the Lexile database is limited, Mitinet has
for you.
developed Correlations to Lexile Measures.
Our correlation process calculates a useable MARC Magician ____________________________
measure to increase significantly the number This award-winning software remains the industry
of titles available for your Lexile program. standard for cataloging. With it, a professional
librarian can catalog any material! Allows global
Records available within 24 hours.
editing and produces cards and labels.
MagicREcon™ _____________________________
Accurately replace brief, substandard MARC
records with quality, full records. MagicREcon
provides automated record matching and options
Philippine Distributor
that minimize or eliminate record matching errors.
Available online 24/7.
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